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Anand Kumar()
 
I am a person who is made out of people who are around me. I value my parents
a lot more than anyone else...When i have had success, i had lots of people
around., but during my failure i rely on my parents and myself. Determination is
the key to what i achieve..not talented in any field..but determined to get
talented...thats more like me
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A Day In Loneliness
 
Orphan was I, yelled out a voice.
And so am I, recited another..
Wondering how I grew along...
Forgetting to read my poem all along....
 
My eyes filled with tears.
Every time I hoped to have dears..
Affectionate were a few...
None that I could hold on to....
 
Coming into my life were friends.
Bringing along smiles to wipe of my tears..
As the waves looked to get past my loneliness...
Came a tide to fill my eyes back with tears....
 
Few would say I had my moments.
None would say I had a relation..
Waiting were my ears.
To be called as a brother..
Longing was my eyes.
to whisper out a few smiles...
 
Orphan was I, yelled out the gorgeous sky...
 
Anand Kumar
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A Day In The Heat
 
Standing in the heat was I,
When a dropp of sweat went past my chin
and touched the ground...
I turned around to see whats around
Little did I realize that I had become blind..
 
Facing the heat were a plenty...
All I could hear was a sigh
Not many could drench themselves with more than water...
Paralyzed with hunger were a lot...
None that I could see all the while...
 
Shattered were there hopes to live...
Painful were there sorrows to bury...
One thing I began to realize
All around me were blind...
 
Fresher this world around me could be..
Cooler the air brushing my cheeks would have been
If only I could put a smile on this plenty...
 
Anand Kumar
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A Dedication To Young Mothers
 
A small little girl was she...
Giving a birth to a small he...
Smiling and Playing was she few months ago...
Standing unknowingly how her life would go...
 
Not knowing whom to curse...
and Not knowing who gave her him...
Neither could she keep him...
Nor could she leave him...
 
Standing in the shores of an ocean...
Holding him lightly in her hands....
She closed her eyes for a moment...
To only realise that violence was on her mind...
 
She held him within herself for months...
Struggling and battling through her life...
Withstanding through the pain she was offered...
A little dropp of tear flowed down her eyes..
 
Anand Kumar
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A Flower In My Life
 
Waves of flowers were thrown at me...
From one of those emerged your soul...
While you searched around to find someone...
I looked around to find no one....
 
My life started from you..
My sky shall end with you...
You came in like a breeze into my life...
And stayed along as my breath...
 
You have been a sweet thunder
You have been a spicy spring...
You have been the brightness in my darkness
and
You have stayed as my happiness in my sorrow.
 
You have reminded me of my existence
 
Anand Kumar
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A Spare Of Thought
 
He sees a greener world...
He hears the fluttering woods..,
He breathes the untainted air..,
He lives his life in a peaceful world
 
He sees a sweltering sun..
He hears the crying swish...
He breathes the left over air...
He lives his life in a crammed world...
 
He sees a bloodbath..
He hears the rifle trigger...
He breathes the dreaded air...
He lives his lives in a warfare world...
 
Different He's...
Different Live's...
Different World's...
But one thing all have in common...
Every one strives to Live...
 
Anand Kumar
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A Special Poem
 
Over the leaves
  And from under the roots,
Over the clouds
  And from under the waves,
Over the rainbow
  And from under the volcano,
Over the rocks
  And from under the oceans.
 
Love will Always find its way
 
I Long to see you..
I Long to feel your touch..
I Long to tell you..
I Love you so much..
 
-From my friend
 
Anand Kumar
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A Stunning Moment
 
The Sun was all set to Sleep
The Flowers started to Lose their Fragnance..
Every Face that passed by Looked Exhausted...
Well, It looked as if all was over for the Day....
 
But to my delight suddenly..,
The sun seemed to brighten up...
The Flowers blossomed..
Every face returned to its charming best..
 
It was shocking but not surprising..
As i Noticed ' A Gorgeous young girl'
In the corner of my eye...
 
Standing there in admiration..
Losing into my thoughts
My heart started to beat faster..
 
Beauty was written all over her face..
Well surely, she had to be
'One of the greatest creations of God'
 
My senses seemed to come back to me,
I just stood there...
hoping, for her, to have a glimpse of me,
for Once,
The gods were on my side..,
 
As her face started to turn in my direction...
Something hit me hard..
The whole earth seemed New..
 
I found myself on a hard surface...
Well it was the floor of my house..
Stunned in surprise..i Realised
That it was only a dream..
 
Anand Kumar
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A Tragedy Called Love
 
The poem that I wrote, turned out to be an epic
The love that made me write it, is no more…
 
Falling into my eyes and Mixing along with my breath…
You were the one I bestowed my heart to…
 
Never did I let you cry…Not once did I let your face fall low…
You were the one I would die to save…
 
I laughed to make you smile,  I smiled whenever I saw you…
Why did my smiles deceive me
 
True to my words I lived, I could never imagine this happening to me..
All my life I wanted to live with you…why did you have to leave me..
 
Anand Kumar
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Afraid...
 
Don’t be afraid of the dark…oh little girl…
Darkness would be at your feet one day…
 
Don’t be afraid of your tears… oh little doll…
Tears would vanish when you smile…
 
Don’t be afraid of the crowd…oh little baby
We are one among them…
 
Don’t be afraid of the height…oh little beauty
They are under your feet when you kiss the sky
 
Don’t be afraid of yourself…oh little smiley
 
It’s the time to be yourself….
 
Anand Kumar
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All Because Of An Accident
 
Blood...Blood and Blood everywhere.,
Not one Moved for a moment...,
No tears and No breath..,
No one moved yet..,
 
Thousands of hopes,
A million of dreams..,
Not only his but all of whom is his...
 
He lived a moment ago..,
He exists no more a second later...,
What could he have done...
What should he havent...
 
If only he saved slow for a second...
He could have saved a million hopes
 
Anand Kumar
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Beautiful Person
 
The sun rises to see the  smile on your face
The peacock dances to the sound of your anklets
The nightingale sings to imitate your voice...
 
But.,
of all these regards,
My dear princess..,
you shall forever flow like a river in my heart..,
After All..,
you are one of the greatest creation of God
 
Anand Kumar
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Beyond Love
 
I turned white,
while you turned grey
I looked at you and smile
while you indicated that you were still my prey
 
It was in the day,
while i was losing my sight
knowing that it was very bright
you never hesitated to say it was still night
 
Trying to be busy,
I looked at the tree,
taking it easy you said,
you were always free
 
I knew that I had lost all my energy
and along with it time,
while you replied that it was all about synergy
and that you were always mine
 
While i was showing you my last teeth
you stood beside showing your left out teeth
I knew I turned seventy
while being few years younger
you still seemed to be thirty...
 
Anand Kumar
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Caught At Cross Roads
 
There were a hundred questions asked...
some by others...
a lot more by myself
Never have i made the right answer
Neither do i have the confidence to ever make one..
 
What should i do now...
should i breathe past this...
or should i cry through this...
how would i know the right answer..
 
when was the last time i smiled through my heart...
why was it that i smiled the last time...
hope i could reignite those little memories within me
 
I remain here waiting for that one moment...
bas ek pal....atha oru skhanam...
when i could re-descover myself within me...
 
Anand Kumar
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Confinement Of A Day
 
As the nights went out to sleep..,
From behind the mountains..,
And across the oceans..,
A day was born..,
Bringing in a ray of hope..,
An air of freshness..,
and a smile of delight..,
 
With the fine-looking vocalist..,
harmonizing its voice..,
and the goddess of birds..,
spreading its wings..,
To greet the first ray of sunlight..,
 
The moon in sheer admiration..,
Started to make its way with a great passion..,
 
Anand Kumar
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Farewell Of Love
 
Lost in my world of feelings,
Deep into my emotions and thoughts,
With my heart so heavy,
I wished i could only smile..,
 
As the smiles grew on her face...,
The tears in my eyes pleaded for freedom...
If only she could be there on my side...
This little darkness would never last longer,
 
My loneliness started to haunt me..,
My emotions started to kill me..,
As I say my last few words...
'May God bless you'
 
Anand Kumar
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For My Love(A Greeting)
 
I Love you more than words could express..,
           you are the Life in Me..,
 
You have given me feeling I have never felt before...
I love you the way you make me feel...
 
I am so happy being with you..,
And so blessed to know you..,
 
Without you I would be nothing
You hold all my hopes and dreams inside you..,
And for that, I love you
 
Anand Kumar
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For You
 
Sailing in the midst of an ocean...
When a tide came along
To sweep me on to the shores...
The shores of a deserted island...
 
Screaming was I,
None could hear though,
As every heart beat passed by,
Losing along with it were my hopes...
 
 
When the first dropp of tears freed itself
Came along was a new begining
A begining that I had the desire for,
And a begining I never dreamt to have with..,
 
Joy and Happiness followed my heart beats.,
Passion and Love accompanied them along..
Not once all my life I ever realised..,
That such a fragnance of love existed in me...
 
All my life shall be bestowed to this moment,
When my ray of depression was subdued by your arrival...
As I saw myself in you,
I stood there thanking god...
For giving me a lovely sister in you to Me.
 
Anand Kumar
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For You My Sister
 
Sunlight is everywhere to be found...
Why close your eyes while searching around...
Smiling where you a few days back...
Crying are you when I want you back...
 
Nothing is lost until you have your heart...
No one can ever take away your heart...
Not a soul can let you to cry...
Not once I want you to cry before I die...
 
I never dreamt of having a sister like you...
I wouldnt want anyone in my life without you...
A day would come when you would want me...
Turn back around and you would find me...
 
Anand Kumar
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Forgotten Dreams
 
The days started to smile at me..
The walls around me looked at me strangely..
My soft bed had thorns in it for me...
All this because of my forgotten ambitions..
 
My yesteryears started to haunt me..
Made me look at the person I was..
The cherry that belonged to me alone..
The aspirations in me driving towards success..
All were lost now...
 
Needs of..
My hunger to serve me..
My desire to serve my family members..
My nature to serve my friends..
and
My success to serve the rest...
were all burried under the dust now..
 
As I look at myself now..
I discover the hunger lost..
I discover content to accept things then make things
 
But for one thing that i still possess..
A positive Energy that hopes to re-emerge from me...
 
Anand Kumar
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Friendship-An Unique Experience
 
I stood at the midst of an ocean,
screaming out for one to help...
No one did see me...
until I saw you and your eyes...
I knew that this was the end of my search...
And just the beginning of a beautiful friendship
Till souls depart..I would hear you and your voice...
As I pay tribute to our beautiful friendship and you...
Thanks for being my friend...
 
Anand Kumar
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I Wish I Could
 
I wish I could...
stand by you...
I wish I could...
be with you....
 
I wish I could...
See you smile...
&
I wish i could...
Mean a lot to you...
 
For what you are..
From where I stand...
I bestow my life in your hands..
 
For what I am...
In front of you...
I owe to plead under your feet...
 
I wish I could...
 
Anand Kumar
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In Your Sweet Memories
 
Under my eye lids...
Just under them...
drying were my dreams...
 
Under my life..
and Within my soul..
wailing were my memories...
 
Under your sights
Was where I was born..
Dying was me without you...
 
Following your shadows was I,
Found myself Lost at the Sunset.
Even when I turn into ashes...
My Love for you will not disappear.
 
Anand Kumar
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Just For You
 
A night would come
when i would cry..
A day would come
when i would try...
 
A year would come
when i would fly..
But its only when you come
I would smile...
 
Anand Kumar
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Just One Smile
 
Cool air and Cool breeze...
Hiding my pain and grief...
With all tears and hurts to bear
Making me wonder why am I here...
 
Days are strolling by...
Every inch and every while...
Should I linger silent...
Faking my heart to smile...
 
For the wait to come worthwhile...
Standing under the warming sun...
Make me fly by giving me your one smile...
 
Anand Kumar
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Memories…those Sweet Little Memories...
 
Those little thoughts, some where there  and some where near…
The ones of a babies smile, bringing about the swear tear….
Wishes of sliding down a rainbow, the one that made me fear…
Holding my father's hand, the one that made me feel near…
 
Little would I forgot my Mother's affection...
Never would I forget my Grandma's dedication...
Growing big was once my little passion…
Being grown being empty for not accomplishing my ambition…
 
 
Memories…those sweet little memories...
 
Anand Kumar
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My Life With Passion
 
Sometimes I Laugh..,
Sometimes I Cry..,
Sometimes I Fight..,
Sometimes I Give up..,
 
At times I have a reason for all this..,
At times I don't have any..,
At times I want to spend time with my loneliness..,
At times I cannot do without many around..,
 
Every flower seemed to be my friend..,
Every second seemed to be my companion..,
 
Brushing past my cheeks were the winds..,
Dripping down from my eyebrows were the rain drops..,
 
No matter what the situation was..,
No matter where my mind was..,
 
At all times and At every moment..,
I grew on with a greater passion..,
Thats my life..and thats why i stay here..,
 
Anand Kumar
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My Loneliness
 
my loneliness...
I realized that I had a fan...
Who was only mine...
I realized that I had an enemy..
Who had only me in his list...
 
There was one who smiled...
When I was happy...
and
There was one who cried...
When i was sad...
 
During these days of my loneliness...
There was only one to be with me...
It was none but my Shadow...
 
Anand Kumar
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My Love For You
 
I Love to say ' I Love you'
Because it is really true
Because you mean so much to me
In Everything I do..
 
For you have brought me happiness
I never dreamed could be
I love to say 'I Love you'..
For you mean the world to me...
 
Anand Kumar
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Oh Little Baby
 
I smiled at him sweetly
He smiled back sweeter
 
I waved at him...
He smiled further....
 
I walked towards him...
He crawled towards me...
 
I lifted him..
He climbed on me cutely...
 
What could I do to get my eyes of him...
He kept continuing to smile at me...
 
How sweeter can he be...
How much more happiness can he bring to me...
 
I embraced him...
He stuck on to me still...
 
Playing on me...Climbing on me...
Biting me...Feeling me like a toy in his hands...
 
What more do I need...
Apart from watching him all my life..
 
Anand Kumar
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On Your Arrival
 
I first saw you in my dreams
Dreams that swam by with every heartbeat
Breeze those once flawed my cheeks
Brought along with it a fragrance...
 
With my heart beating faster every second
My dreams got out of me to meet the fragnance
Expectations grew by my side hoping to see a stunning lass
Emerged by was a gorgeous angel in your soul...
 
As the roses put their heads down with shame
And the winds put theirs up with  greater pride
I looked at those stars far away
To only whisper that i had one besides me
 
Anand Kumar
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Special Person..,
 
During my troublesome days..,
During my happiest moments..,
I need you..,
I need only you..,
 
To make my dreams come true..,
To make my hurt dissappear..,
I need you..,
I need only you..,
 
Make my days stay bright..,
Make my happy hours stay long..,
and make my moments cherishable..,
My love..,
 
Anand Kumar
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The Almighty 'sun'
 
The sky starts to change its appearance...
The flowers starts its blossoming act...
The moon has a smile at last...
The birds start to sing...
 
All this in order to welcome the Almighty SUN
 
But...
The eyelids refuses to open..
Calls the sun as ferocius..
Quotes itself as the most wonderful..
Never accepts its inadaptability
 
As
The sun is relentless
Starts to smile
With the skys blessings
It just hopes...
'One day this would would see Justice'
 
Anand Kumar
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The Day Would..Come....
 
Following the footsteps of my past...
Laying the shadows of my future...
 
Like the moon following the sun...
&
Like the night following the day
 
I walk across my life..beyond my failures..
 
From the midst of darkness..
with the waves backing my loneliness...
I stay afloat looking ahead of success.
 
For every hour, I stood trying
For every sweat, I left burning
I stay believing, success is beckoning for my grasp...
 
I brush my today aside...
hoping for a better tomorrow...
I smile past my sorrow moments...
hoping a finer moment follows..
 
Anand Kumar
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The Days Of Yours
 
The days I miss you,
I stand adoring your heart
The days I am near you,
I stand admiring your smile...
 
Your eyes triggers a thousands of dreams in me..,
Your words blossoms the rains within my heart...
&
Your innocence drives in the shyness of my soul...
 
When my dear you are near,
I fear that my heart,
would never ever be mine again...
 
Anand Kumar
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The Energy Within Myself
 
Through with the days of life..
At the doorsteps of loneliness...,
comes out a new brand of energy...
The energy that re starts my life
 
An energy that showers me with knowledge..
Tells me all my well abouts..,
Makes me realise that the beauty lies in the heart..
 
Let not live alone the nature..
Giving the calm little influence
on the mind and the soul..
 
The breeze of it calms the simple troubles..,
Eases out the reality than Thanhayee(loneliness)
 
From some distance comes in a voice,
 
A voice that builds up every human..,
A voice that says what you should do at all times..,
A voice that more often then not leads you to a new destination..,
A voice that comes from within
And a voice
That always say 'you can do it'
 
Thats my energy
 
Anand Kumar
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The Long Wait
 
I waited for you..,
Just for you..
before i gave my heart away...
 
There were those
Who came into my life...
and Left as strangers...
 
There were those who came in...
and stayed as friends..
 
But never I could give my heart completely..,
 
Because I was waiting for you..
Just for you
And you were worth the wait...
 
Anand Kumar
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The Person's Mind
 
The nights destiny is Brightness..,
The waves destiny is Silence...
The eyes destiny is Admiration..,
 
The winds that flow around all day..
'Will they be able to withstand my mind'
 
The stars shine all time..
'Will they call out for my dreams'
 
Oh my eyelids,
Please let my tears find its way...
 
Oh my soul,
Please let my body find its way...
 
After all,
This little heart of mine...
Can withstand all but defeat...
 
Anand Kumar
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The Prayer Of Life
 
'God has given us a lovely life...
all of this world is His home...
why have tears in your eyes...
just close them and sing a prayer for Him...
 
There is always a hand to wipe your tears...
There is always a heart to put a smile...
There still remains lots of happiness in us to feel...
 
What have we got with us when we came...
What would we be taking back when we go...
Let us give all that we have and we would not need...
 
In ones life there is no scarcity of Goods...
There is no shortage of happiness either...
Wherever our life takes us...
Lets travel along with pride...
 
And when time calls to depart lets go away...
leaving behind a smile to cherish the moments...
 
No different airs to breathe for different people...
No different clouds either...
Happiness in us departs only to let better ones to come back...
 
Even birds would sing for you...
The ends do come for a fresh begining...
So lets always smile...'
 
Anand Kumar
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Those Happier Moments
 
With years following my footsteps...
I stood still hoping to stay in my past
 
Every moment I stood,
the cool fragnance of happiness flayed along
 
Tears rolling down to kiss my cheek,
I could visualise the child within myself...
 
Those dreams that were dreamt as a child having vanished
Remaining a child now seemed to be my dream...
 
Those innocent thoughts,
Those embracing warm hugs,
and
Those affectionate momemts
Finding its way difficult into my heart...
I stood still hoping to stay in my past. 
 
Many days came along
Many moments stayed along
and
a Lot more years to come along
 
Ever would I love to hear
The sweet voice of my childhood
 
With my days of loneliness ahead
the voice of my yester years
wispering words onto my ears
Urging my shadows to follow my footsteps.
 
Anand Kumar
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To My Friend...
 
If I were to be the Moon..,
I would make sure...
that I would not be seen by you..,
As I would want you to see the brightness always..,
 
If I had the power to control the time,
Then the time would stay still..,
When I am with you..,
 
 
Oh my friend..,
I treasure every moment that i spend with you..,
Every Moment that i speak to you..,
and..,
Every moment that i think of you..,
Thanks for being my friend.
 
- From your own friend.
 
Anand Kumar
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To My Love
 
A day went by unnoticed..
when I first saw you....
A week went by unnoticed...
when you first saw me...
A month went by unnoticed, , ,
when i started to speak to you...
 
Every Hi sounded yours to me...
Every smiles reminded me of you...
Every flower seemed to blossom for you..
Every tear vanished to make way for you...
 
My days grew longer...
My nights got brighter...
My dreams got purer...
When i think about you...
 
If only you were with me now..
I would only say to you..
'you made my life...and that
you are inseperable from me'
 
God Bless you my love...
 
Anand Kumar
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To My Parents
 
When I was born...
a tear accompanied my eyes...
Came along with it was a hand to wipe them off...
 
When I was playing..
a blow on my head accompanied me to let me bleeding...
Came along with it was a kiss on my cheeks to absorb my pains...
 
When I was studying...
a fear of failure was rising in me...
Came along with it was  a hug to give me hope...
 
When I was betrayed...
a feeling of loneliness was overwhelming me...
Came along with it was a smile to say I am always there...
 
When I was lost...
a sense of madness creeped into me...
Came along with it was a voice to identify myself...
 
and..
 
Finally when i had some success..
Stood in front of me were the sacrifices my parents have done...
 
-Love you dad and mom for all that u have done, , ,
 
Anand Kumar
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To You...My Love
 
When I closed my eyes..and wanted to see...
My eyes could see you...
When I tied myself....and wanted to walk...
My legs walked towards you...
 
When I wanted to speak to myself..
My lips could utter only your name...
When I wanted to stay still...
It was my desire for you which made me fly...
 
Like a small little dropp of rain you came...
And you swept me like an Ocean..
Like a nameless bird...you came flying towards me..
And flying was my heart along with you...
 
Anand Kumar
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When I Said It...
 
Dont know why I started to look myself over and over again
Don't know why i Jumped once to kiss the sky
Don't know why I am unable to stop smiling
Don't know why all this happens when I see you...
 
People flocked around me
I smiled at them
People enquired about my madness
I smiled further
 
As the flowers kissed my cheeks
I felt your warmth
As the winds braced my arms
I said I love you...
 
Anand Kumar
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Where Were You
 
Where were you...all this while...
How did you find a way into my heart...
 
You fell in my eyes..
And woke up from my heart...
For me to live...
You gave it a meaning....
 
Before I saw you...I was as white as a paper...
Once I saw you...I became like a rainbow...
 
My shadows left my soul...
And walked towards you...
 
Anand Kumar
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You Mean A Lot
 
If words could express the beauty of a person..
Then you were gorgeous...
 
If feelings could express the beauty of a person..
Then i feel good for you...
 
If thoughts could express the beauty of a person..
Then i feel fresh when i think about you...
 
The expressions of you are worth a watch..
Your smiles is a treat to my eyes..
In all you are the water in my desert
 
Anand Kumar
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